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Security called for second report of suspicious Unity students in 10 days
By JON SILBERSTEIN-LOEB
EDITOR IN CHIEF
•< ¦ ¦ Two Unity College students were cited
for trespassing in Leonard Hall Nov.7.
Security was quick to apprehend the two
students after receiving a tip that the trespassers were trying to sell drugs.
¦'¦'. The two students were found in the
first floor Leonard lounge at 9:45 p.m.

Security held the students until the
Waterville Police arrived. Police officers
searched the students, but did not find
any contraband .
The two tJnity students cited for trespassing said their friends let them into
Leonard, but they would not give any
information about who their friends were,
Director of Colby Security Pete Chenevert
said.

"If they are visiting friends it's OK, but
if they are just coming up on campus, if
they are not visiting anybody, we are
going to trespass them and not let them
back," Chenevert said.
The trespassing incident was the second on-campus violation involving Unity
students in 10 days. The Waterville Police
Department summonsed Unity College
student Thomas Carroll after he was

caught trying to sell drugs to Colby students Oct. 28. Carroll's case will go to
court later this year, Sergeant Joseph
Shepherd of the Waterville Police
Department said.
"Unity College is concerned about
being a good neighbor and about being
good citizens, and any reports that we
receive we tend to follow up on them as
appropriate," Unity Dean for Student

Affairs Charles Diviney said.
"Cases that have merit are considered
by the college for action," Diviney said:
"In the 10 years that I have been here, if
has been extremely rare, so there is not a
great deal of precedent to refer to. When
we receive reports we do follow up on
them consistent with the student handContinued on Page 3

Alcohol studies
reveal gender
differences
By KATIE HAMM

STAFF WRITER

¦ Women become more intoxicated than men after drinking the
same amount of alcohol, and it
appears that female students are
Beginning to . drink as much as
their male counterparts.
"There has been a shift overall
in gender roles in the culture,"
Professor of Psychology Rebecca
Burch said. "Those things are not
unlad y like anymore. There's a
perception that women can handle
themselves, but it puts girls in
dangerous situations. The social
consequences can be split along
gender lines. The 'tough as nails'
stereotype is doing so much damage to individual girls."

Political tactic backf ires on Brush '03
By KATE RUSSO
NEWS EDITOR

Continued on Page 3
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Are students really concerned about the nutritional information on cheeseburgers and the beloved
burger sauce ?

HEEAT pushes for nutrition
informal ion in dining halls

By ALEXIS GRANT
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
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Wary of facilitating eating disorders, dining services is reluctant to
post signs next to food about its
nutritional content.
The Colby Healthy Eating and
Exercise Attitudes Team recentl y
suggested that general nutritional
information be prominently disp layed so students can make more
educated decisions about what they
are eating.
Currentl y, nutritional information is available to students if they
ask for it, but it is not posted.
"We have information available
for students at each dining hall with
regard to content, and in cases
where available, nutritional information as well. The College prefers
not to publicly print the numbers on
the menu signs as thoy have found it
causes people to eat by num b ers an d
that leads to eating disorders,"
Din i ng Serv ices Manager Varun
Avasthi said.
• HEEAT members agree that dining services needs to consider students with Oaling disorders when
designing the displays, however
they feel that their proposal will
onl y hel p stud ents.
"It's a reall y f i ne line to w a lk ,"
HEEAT member Anna Ca rlson '03

said. ' "You want to inform the stu- depend on how it is presented. You
dents of what they're eating, but you don't want to dwell on numbers
don't want the information you put without some general guidelines."
out to work against peop le who
"I would be wary about [colorhave disordered eating patterns."
coding] here. I think a lot of people
Concordia College has color- at Colby struggle with what they eat
coded the food in
and restrict a lot,
their dining halls,
and I would be
with each color
worried that that
representing a cerwould
cause
tain fat content
more
restriclevel, according to
tion,
Carlson
The Chronicle of
said.
Higher Education.
"We're still
Other schools use
working on how
NelNutrition,
to propose what
a
computer program
we want to do [in
that makes food
the
dining
content and prepahalls]," Carlson
ration information
said. "It's not
available on the
anything about
World Wide Web.
changing what's
"I would sup— Varun Avasthi. in the dining
port some infor, it's about
Dining Services Manager hall
mation
being
using
what's
available
as
already
there
reminders of sensible eating to the a n d know i ng how to put it together
health-conscious students," Colby 's to make a good meal.,. I think what
Nutrition Consultant Caroline we're proposing is really not invaMath cs snid. "More general infor- sive,"
mat i on such as wh i ch cereals are
HEEAT hel d a panel di scussion
iron-fortified or whether the yogurt on nutrition Nov. 13 that discussed
or cottage cheese is whol e milk or sensib le eat i ng ha bits versus
low fat or skim. I'm not sure if color unhealthy diets, includ i ng the pros
coding would actuall y increase eat- a nd cons of fa d diets and sports
ing disorders," Mnthes snid, "It may nutr ition,

,#y The College
p ref ersnot to
p ublicly p rint the
numbers on the
menu signs as they
have f ound that it
causes p eop le to eat
by numbers.
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At its most recent meeting
Thursday, Nov. 7, Presidents'
Council affirmed that the administration should consider multicultural housing as a viable option.
President of Sturtevant Peter
Brush '03 motioned the Council
"affirms its stance to the student
body and the trustees against specialty housing, such as fraternities or
multicultural housing, recognizing
that there is no place for them at a
small school like Colby."
After considerable debate among
the Council and strong words from
many community members present
at the meeting, the original motion
was entirely reversed.
The amended motion, presented
by Mary Low president, Chris
Surprenant
'05, stated
that
"Presidents' Council affirms the
stance that establishment of multicultural housing should be examined b y the administration as a
viable option for the Colby community."
The only similarity between the
amended morion, which passed
Presidents' Council 16 to four with
five abstentions, and the original
motion was the fact that both contained Brush's name.
It was ironic that Surprenant,
who has always been opposed to
multicultural housing, amended the
motion.
"Given my p erson al st an ce on
multicultural housing, I know I surprised many people with my
amendment to Brush's motion. Even
though I was not persuaded by
arguments in favor of MCH, I am
aware that it is very easy for me to
hold this view since I have never fel t
uncomfortable in my residential
environment," Surprenant said,
Brush's motion motivated many
community members to attend the
meeting to advocate for more discussion on the issue before the
Council look a specifi c stance,
"I wrote the motion because
members of Presidents' Council are
representing the entire Council on
the issues of multicultural housing
wh en we h a ven 't made a statement
for or against it. I think that is
wrong," Brush said.
Brush was upset that Student

££ Brush' s
motion would
hove stif led all conversation, debate and
discussion. The new
motion is a huge step
'
in the right
«f^tr
direction
— Emma James 05
Coburn President
Government Association president
Gretchen Groggel '03 unilaterally
decided to talk with the board of
trustees about multicultural housing
during their October meeting.
While some presidents were in
favor of tabling the motion to allow
them more time to discuss the
motion with their constituents, others felt that the motion needed to be
voted down or amended immediateiy"Brush's morion would have stifled all conversation, debate and discussion. The new motion is a huge
step in the right direction; student
government has given a clear message to the administration that the
option of multicultural housing
needs to be investigated immediately and thorou ghly," Emma James,
president of Coburn, said.
Other presidents were dissatisfied with the amended motion.
"I feel as though the amended
motion as a whole, but particularly
the use of the word 'viable,' implied
that we as a Council arc in favor of
multicultural housing, which does
not seem appropriate given our relative ignorance on the topic," Daniel
Seifert '04, president of Treworgy,
said. "I think we did a great disservice to those wc speak for by voting
on a motion that was essentially the
opposite of the one we were able to
show an d discuss with them."
Elizabeth Parks '03J, one of the
several vocal members in the audience that night, believes the dorm
presidents were in no position to
Continued on Page 2

Plans to construct trails on Kennebec and Messalonskee considered
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Committee plans to
ask Colby for help
By ALEXIS GRANT
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Colby students nnd the Waterville

community may have access to run-

n ing nnd biking trails along the
R iver , nnd
the
Messalonskee Stream in the next few
yenrs.
The Kennebec nnd McsHnlonskco
Trails Committee, founded In 1999,
recently convened to plan construction of n recreational trail along tho.

Kennebec

streams. Work would not begin until
the summer of 2004.
This first trail will serve ns both n
test-run nnd ns nn attraction for the
Waterville commun ity, Wntervllle
Parks and Recreational Director Jim
Toner said.
"Wo want to begin'constructing n
section of tho trail so people can get a
taste of it," Toner snid.
If the firs t trail is posillvol y
received, n 12-milc, non-motorized
multi-use trail along tho rivers will bo
construct ed , Polor Garrett, choir of
tho committee, said.
While somo of tho trails already
exist in dirt form nnd need only regular maintenance/. others Will have to

b e created and d eveloped from
scratch, The tra ils will be made either
of dirt , pavement or stone dust.
Garrett estimates the entire project
will cost several million dollars.
Eighty percent of th e funding will
come from the Federal Department of
Transportation, according to Garrett,
"The federal government wants to
encourage the use of bicycles."
"We'll hnvo to Wise the rest of the
money and make it happen," Garrett
said. "The more peop le that gel
involved in tho making of the trail,
the more people thnt will use it. [For
the first reercntlonnl trail ,] we're hoping to gel help from Colby students,"
ho snid.

Garrett said that the committee Is
waiting to approach tho Outing Club
ond the Volunteer Center until they
have more details regarding the project.
"If there wns somo sort of trail system imp lemented somewhere in this
area, being tho voice of the Outing
Club, I'm sure we would bo Willing to
hel p in terms of lime nnd effort, and
possibly money," Erik TJsk '03, copresident of the Outing Club, „nkl.
"The problem with Colby,"
Garrett joked , i"is thnt at the end of
the year you 're all in exams, in the
beginning you're nil just gelling Into
academics, and In the middle, the
ground Is frozen."

t"k®
f Ttf r The more
p eop le that
get involved in the
making of the trai l
the more p eop le that
will use it... We're
hop ing to get help
f rom Colby
^~
JW
students.

—¦ Peter Garrett '
Trails Committee Chair
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New online directory

STAFF WRITER

. Colby's new and improved
[online directory was made available
fb students, faculty and staff
Tuesday, Nov. 5. The new system
allows users to choose which pieces
of personal information they would
like displayed, on the Web.
The new directory options seem
similar to neighboring schools, especially Bowdoin, Associate Dean of
Students for Housing Paul Johnston
said. The appearance of directory
search results is now grouped differently, with all information from a
search appearing on the same page.
Students can choose to display
their home address and picture, or
not to appear in the directory at all.
Display selections are made through
a privacy preference link.
"We had about 1200 hits by 10:00
a.m. on Tuesday. Within an hour
people seemed very curious and
interested,"
Director
of
Administration at ITS Kathy
La n glais said.
• Regardless of what privacy preferences each student chooses, certain information is available only to
the Colby community, Langlais said.
A student studying abroad and
using the directory would only have
access to names, box numb ers, class
years and e-mail addresses.
; Initiall y, the option of displaying
pictures faced some opposition from
the approving committees, specifically the College Affairs Committee.
Langlais, along with Johnston and
Senior Systems Analyst Elizabeth
Schil ler, explained the new changes
to College Affairs.
"Once people understood how it

was going to work, especially the
fact that there would be a choice for
whether or not certain items were
displayed, such as ID photos, they
were able to better respond,"

__r__r We iiaa

about 1200
hits by 10:00 a.m.
on Tuesday. Within
an hour p eop le
seemed very curious and
interested. $$
— Kathy Langlais
ITS Director of Admin.
Johnston said.
The response to the new directory was positive overall, according to
Johnston and Langlais.
"After a department meeting the
other day, a person came up to me
and said they h a d heard my name so
many times but never knew who I
was, and thanks to the new directory options they were able to identif y
me," Langlais said.
"I've had about three people with
questions on the new changes, but I
haven't had anyone with negative
feedback. The fact that people h ave
control over what information is displayed seems to be a positive thing,"
Johnston said.
The College will no longer be
printing hard copies of the directory.
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two independent governors in the
country and was reelected in 1998
by one of the largest margins in the
history of Maine gubernatorial
elections, according to his Web site.
Governor-elect John Baldacci, a
Democrat, will fill King's position
in 2003, Maine governors are limited to two terms.
"1 don't think the students
know much about [King],"
Mackenzie said.
Mackenzie believes that students can learn from King because
he is an independent. "There are a
lot of students who think they are
independent," Mackenzie said.
Before becoming governor, King
was active in the both United
States Government and local
Maine politics. He served as Chief
Council to the U.S. Senate
Subcommittee on Alcoholism and
Narcotics in the office of Illinois
Senator William D. Hathaway from
1972-1975. He was vice president

Center to the following airports:
Portland, Manchester, Logan, Portsmouth
~md- South Station
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call .extension 34S6 or
boo-<I99-0663 to make
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about our special rates,
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Governor Angus King

"Maine Watch" for almost 20 years.
"As a premier institution, Colby
[should] use its personal resources
to attract speakers of a very high
caliber," Summers said.

In Town

(

"King had the good fortune to
be governor in good times. Colby
1
students will learn from someone
who had some sort of success,"
MacKenzie said.
Both MacKenzie and Summersexpressed regret toward the Colby?
community's lack of participation
,' i
in local government.
Summers hopes that King's visit
to campus will be an interactive,
experience.
King "is responsible to us, thg
people, and this is every Colby sui-»
denf s time to ask questions that
stick ' It's important that we as students push the debate and particiJ
pate to improve the country. I think
that is the underlying message,/^
, '.'<
Summers said.
King is. coming to Colby as par£
of the Goldfarb Lecture Series
sponsored by the Government
Department. Government majoris
have been invited to a dinner with
King before the lecture. The lecture
will be held in Olin 1at 7:30 p.m.,;

Buen Apetito

5 J"

L
/Christmas ,}S "still 7 one
month a way,but for those of
you who want to get invme|r
1
¦spirit a little^ earlyf or jtisf
enjoy some homey crafts , the
15th Annual Craft Show &
Food Fair is bemg held at the
Augusta Armory this weekend Nov 16-17, 9 a m-4 p m.
'Stands selling everything

from homemade jam to
Victorian folk art and

Japanese embroidery will be
at the fair. Sergei, will play
the organ and drums on
Saturday, and a flutist and

harpist will entertain patrons
on Sunday. A weekend pass
costs $1.50, and you will
automatically be entered in a
raffle for a $1000 saving

bond. For more information,
call Lois Taylor at (207) 9467079.
The August Armory is
located on RT 202, Western
Ave, off exit 30 on 195.

SGAs SGA

sees multicultural as
viable option

Continued from Page 1
vote on the issue because only f ive
council members attended the Pugh
Community Board debate on multicultural housing in early October.
"It is unintelligent to be so
against something you don't even
care to learn about," Parks said.
"I was p leased with the constructive discourse we had surrounding
the issue of multicultural housing.
The di scussion is f a r from over, but I
think that Thursday night was a
good start ," Groggel said.
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'This week, Manag ing Editor
Suzanne Skinner chatted with Sue
LaPlante, the co-owner of Buen
Apetito in Waterville.
Born: California, 1953
Education: B.A. from California
State-Hayward
a
Q: When did you move to
Waterville?
A: I've been here for about 16
years.
Q: What made you decide to
move to the East Coast?
A: My husband is from
Massachusetts. I knew we were
going to end up on the East Coast.
He always loved Maine and he
wanted to come here, and I was
willing.
Q: When did you become the
owner of Buen Apetito?
A: We've been here for almost
SUZANNE SKINNER/THE COLBY ECHO
four years.
Sue LaPlante, co-owner of Buen Apetito.
Q: Did you buy the restaurant
from someb ody else or start if would also like to have extra here before they were.
tables at the bar so we can seat Q: Do you get a lot of business
from the ground up?
A: We started it, across the street, more peop le.
from Colby students?
actually.
Q: Do you like owning a restau- A: It's hard to say. We definitely
have Colby students, but I have
Q: Why did you decide to start a rant?
Mex ican restaur ant ?
A: Yes. I love it. There is some- always said we could do way better.
A: Our cook, Herardo worked for
Q: Are there any plans to adverr
my husband doing concrete work
tise more on Colby 's campus?
in the Midwest. My husban d has
kind of a bi g crew, and some of
A: Well, actually, the first year or
two we were open, we had a colthem are Mexican. They would
lege night on Wednesday ni ghts. I
bring in their food for lunch, and
believe it was buy one entre*e and
they would let Gary try their food,
the second dinner is half off. We
and he said, "hmm this is reall y
didn't really see that it made a bi g
good, I wish I could import this to
difference. I advertised in the;
Maine, and open a restaurant."
Echo last year, I believe it was last
The following winter we saw that
year. I've pretty much come to the
there was a place for rent, and he
conclusion that advertising does
asked Herardo, would you be
not reall y hel p, Wh at's hel ped us
interested in coming out here if I
the most is just word of mouth. ,
op ened a restaurant, and cooking.
— Sue Laplante Q: Do y ou ever employ Colby stu;
And he said, "yea sure."
Q: Wh y did you change locat i ons? Co-owner of Buen Apetito dents?
A: Yes, Ben Dav is works here on
A: We were definitel y too sm all
there. We couldn 't grow at a ll thing about a restaurant that is Satur d ays, he's a sophomore. Last
there, The kitchen was very small. really addictive. When your cus- year, I had John Kil gour, who was
Here we seat 54 people, over there tomers are happy, and you h a ve a a seni or so he 's gone.
I think we sat 36.
reall y good night , it's just a great Q: Do you th i nk you 're in this for
the long haul?
Q: What are your future plans for feeling,
Buen Apet ito?
Q: Do you ever f eel lik e you ar e A: Well we would like to be. It's a
A: I would like to have a way to compet ing with the other Mexican reall y difficult business. We love
Waterville. Wo lovo being here,
accommodate peop le who are restaurants in the area?
but
its probabl y not the casiosjt
o
other
're
comfort- A: Not at all. There arc n
waiting, so that they
able and not just standing i n the Mexican restaurants in Waterville, p lace to have a restaurant, There
cold, We would like to put in a bar Q; What about Margar itas in have been a lot o f layoffs , an d all
th ese things affect us.
so that when peop le ore waiting in Augusta?
line they can go sit in the bar. We A: They 're too far, and we were

^"Jar I 've p retty
much come to
the conclusion that
advertising does not
really help . Whafs
help ed us the most is
j ust word of

mouth.
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Governor Angus King will discuss his six years in office and his
hopes for the future of the State of
Maine at Colby Monday, Nov. 18.
Lecture organizers hope King's
speech will help Colby students to
become involved .in Maine government.
"Students are not interested in
the public sector [of government],
so who is going to run this country?" Distinguished Presidential
Professor
of
American
Government and lecture organizer
G. Calvin Mackenzie said.
"It is a tragedy of our times that
this generation does not feel like it
should participate actively in politics, as the decisions government
makes today are going to impact us
tomorrow, the day after and 20
years from now," Abraham
Summers '05, who helped
Mackenzie organize the event,

-v, "¦

positively received
By KATIE HAMM

King has served as governor of
Maine since 1994. He is one of only
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Efl^ronmental policy students push
Colby to be more climate friendly
By KATIE HAMM
STAFFWRITER

Senior environmental

policy

Seminar students are working
toward global change.
'"• Their „ proj ect, "C3 Colby
Climate Coalition," discusses how
students can prevent further climate damage.
; "The ultimate goal is to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions at
Colby," Visiting Professor in
Government William Bums said.
"We primarily want to reduce carbon dioxide emissions , and we're
hoping to reduce energy use on
campus. We are exploring the pos-

sible use of renewable energies on

campus and the possibility of purchasing green energy, a carbon
neutral to offset the emissions produced."
' '¦To continue the awareness of climate change, C3 will soon be recognized as a campus organization.
"We've made a footprint, and
hopefull y later policy classes will
expand on this," Sara Blask '03, one
pf the seminar students, said.
; The class, comprised of 15 students, has divided into four specific groups. The auditing group is

'^y The ultimate
M ^ imp acts of climate change are f ar
more serious than
other environmental
issues... Many of the
eff ects of climate
change are
irreversible^ J ^Jr

__

— William Burns
Gov't. Visiting Professor
inspecting Colby's emission levels
since 1990, evaluating trends and

calculating actual numbers of emissions. The student and faculty initiative group will administer a
school-wide survey, asking students and faculty about their environmental awareness and habits.

The public relations group is
responsible for press releases, the
projec t' s Web site and for putting
table tents with facts about Colby 's

greenhouse gas emissions in the

dining halls. The green electricity

group is in -charge of researching
"green" energy.
"We want to get the ball rolling
with Colby's awareness, especially
with the new facilities that are
going to be built over the next few
years," Blask said.
"The ultimate impacts of cli-

mate change are far more serious

than other environmental issues,"
Burns said. "It creates a loss of biodiversity. Many of the effects of climate change are irreversible, such
as the wipe out of a species and the
rising sea level. Climate change
inflicts harm on people in other
countries. It can reduce crop production in the most vulnerable
countries. Ifs an equity issue, in
some ways; the strongest countries
are inflicting harm on the weakest."
Students in the seminar emphasize that individual actions, such as
turning off computers at night and
turning off the lights in bathroom
when they are unoccupied, can
help significantly;
"Simple things combined emit
so much, and it's so easy to
amend," Blask said. "Ifs so easy to
do your part, but so . many
haven't."

Election results reveal a democratic
M aine and a republican America
By KATE RUSSO

Chellie Pingree.
.
"Maine will benefit by having a senatorial chair- '
woman who will provide leadership and will deliver to!
The state of Maine showed preference for a Maine the necessary rational components to get Maine on!
Democratic local government and Republican representa- track for a better future," Thompson said.
tion during the mid-term elections, Nov. 5.
"Pingree faced an uphill battle from the start, since
Governor-elect John Baldacdi won with 47 percent of Susan Collins as. moderate pro-choice Republican was
the vote. He is the first Democratic
able to hold the middle voters. Despite
governor in the state of Maine in 16
the fact that the Democrats engaged im
years. Baldacci ran against Republican
a massive "Get Out the Vote" cam-','
candidate Peter Cianchette.
paign, Collins was able to capitalize on!
"The election of Baldacci as goverboth her incumbency and the coattails'!
. nor represents a positive step for the <
of President Bush," Sandak said.
future of Maine," Dave Sandak '03,
"Politicall y, Maine is closely dividpresident of the Colby Democrats,
ed with two Republican senators and
said. •
two Democratic representatives. This ,
Distinguished
Presidential
pattern mirrors the political landscape!
Professor of American Government G. '
across the country," Sandak said.
\
Calvin Mackenzie stressed that having
most important elections,;;
The
.
— Dave Sandak '03 nationwide, were the Senate elections. 1
one party control the State of Maine,
'
Pres.
Colby Democrats In the election the Republicans won>
with the leadership of Baldacci, will
help to create a unified plan to combat
control of Congress. Who controls
the state's terrible finances.
Congress is particularly important now because the
"Ifs too bad Maine did not elect a Republican to bring Democrats and Republicans have very different views on 1
success to the local level the way they will to the national issues such as the pending war with Iraq and the nature,
level. It is too bad Maine has selected to remain hostages of homeland security.
of big government, high taxes and poverty by selecting
"As a Republican,'Im delighted that my party controls ',
Democrats to continue to run the state into the ground," the political branches of the Federal Government,",'
Bil y Thompson '03, co-president of the Colby Harriet S. and George C. Wiswell Assistant Professor of •
Republicans, said. .
American Constitutional Law Joseph Reisert said. "The
Maine re-elected Republican Senator Susan Collins Republicans now have the opportunity,and the burden,
,
with 58 percent of the vote over Democratic candidate of putting their talk into action."
NEWS EDITOR

£ *j T The election
^
of Baldacci as
governor represents
a p ositivestep f or
the f utureof
Maine.
$$

pxamining spiritual life at Colby College
By EMMA McCANDLESS

FEATURES EDITOR

', ¦Despite relativel y low rates of
regular participation, the number of
students on mailing lists for student
religious groups is high.
! I "I' m sure everyone has a spirituality of some kind. Whether peop le
act on'their spiritual convictions or
rnake it fit their lifesty le is the big
•question," Chip Colwell '03, a
lea der
of
Colby
Christian
Fellowship (CCF), said. '
; Students who do not actively
participate in religious group activities may still consider themselves
spiritual.
¦ "
' m not really involved in the
; I
group; Idon't go to activities," said
Mahdi Bseiso '04 of the Colb y
Muslim Group. "But I'm Muslim
jind I manage their Web site, so 'Im
fetill connected with them."
• ' CCF is one of two non-denominational Christian groups on campus and is a branch of the collegiate
Religious organization InterVarsity.
The group's mission is "to establish
and advance at colleges and universities witnessing communities of

students and faculty who follow
Jesus as Savior and Lord," according to their Web site.
Although approximately 30 people participate in CCF weekly Bible
study and Friday Night Fellowship
in the Street, the group's mailing list
has approximately 170 students.
"That is roughly 10 percent of
the student population," said Lisa
Hallen, Director of Student
Activities. "That's a pretty large
number for one group."
The Friday Night Fellowship
gatherings are CCF's largest weekly
event, Colwell said, and are usually
attended by 30 to 40 students.
"CCF gets branded with an
exclusive title. I hate that brand,"
Colwell said. "If you're here and
you're a Christian, we want to
know you."
The Colby Muslim Group is relatively small, with about 10 student
members. About five students participate in the group 's activities,
Doan Trang N guyen'03, one of the
group's leaders, said.
Nguyen said the group is cur-

rently observing the fast of
Ramadan, which takes place this
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To makej sur&y6ur car starts on cold Maine^morhings
won't die this

spring, th^re-are ia couple of quick, but necess'a.^niaintenance items that

year from Nov. 6 to Dec. 4.
"Ramadan is a time for us to
reflect on our religion and what role
it plays in our lives," Nguyen said.

" ^y I'm sure
everyone has
a sp irituality of some
kind. Whether p eop le
act on their sp iritual
convictions or make
it f ittheir lif esty le is
the big dues^
«Ry
tion.
— Chip Colwell '03
CCF Leader
"We meet every day at sundown to
break our fast together and enjoy
one another 's company."
In the wake of the events of
Sept. 11, the Muslim Group has been
asked by numerous organizations,
including grade schools and church

"We are not experts, but we try

our best to explain what the basic

tenants of Islam are and answer any
questions," she said.
Gathering in Christ Together
(GCT), established this semester, is
off to a strong start, according to
founder and president Ben Davis
'05.
GCT's mailing list has 45 students, and about 10 students regularly attend the group's activities,
Davis said,
GCT sponsors Bible study

Continu ed from Page 1

' Be sureJhht tlie antifreeze in your car is good at 15 degrees below zero.
Garages will'chock your antifreeze for little or no extra charge when you get
your oil changed. If you plan to add your own antifreeze make sure that it
is already mixed with water, ,;¦A
If your car is sitting for a while, keep the gas tank full] or,e!se condensation will collect in the ,tahk ijrid freeze. Adding ^ryijjas^ilfnelp to prevent
this from happening, It is best to add a container of.ory gas toujou r car every
two or three tanks. Dry gas Is poured into the gtis'VariU-luslftiker-gular gas.
Before the snow comes make sure that your";tires 'aro-hbt^ald 1and that
you havo either radial all-season or winter tire8ion|your)carjjf ;your car is
front wheel drive, make sure you have good tires Whoj front, If it is rear
wheel drive make sure your tires in the back are good, w
It is alsp important to check 30
thetoair
in your tires and make sure
32pressure per
square inch, Because the
pounds
they are (nil,' Mos^ tlrcs require
roads are well plowccl, lire chains ore not necessary unless you plan to drive
on 8mniljp0t*l(J:[or'upl(p Sugnrlonf buy
during n storm.
some winter windshield wipers, It is
It may |^o y^orjlvyour while to
also good to' eheck and make sure all your spark plugs are fi ring correctly,
Bad spark plugs may prevent your car from starling,
Before driving your car after it has been silling
to nil nlglit> Jotjt sit for at
least fi ve to six minutos^o thn| tho oil has time warin up, A's n precaution,
it Is good to keep a R|ioypI/nncC' fpi p rojao in your canlo cAso.yoiv got stuck,
Also, you may want |oiaJ<;e n/ blanket with you to keQp wni'jin If your car
stalls out, Lastly, l[ \Xffl Q$ \tf ty af) ty § ur car regularly during the winter to
prevent road salt nncl ^riimt*- frpji p corroding your car's body or getting in the
"j .wP f' *' ;?'; ¦> ii:;C"'
engine,
'
'ht
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because women have less body
fluid and more body fat than men,
women's blood alcohol level
remains higher than men 's.
"Even for the same size, there

a substantial difference in blood

alcohol level," Alden Kent, a practitioner at the Garrison-Foster
Health Care Center, said. "Ifs a
badge of honor for males to throw
up after several beers and then
chug more, but for females ifs different,"
Another reason that a woman
will absorb about 30 percent more
alcohol into her blood stream than
n man of the same weight is thai
she has smaller amounts of the
protective enzyme deh y drogenase,
Since a woman 's bod y is affected b y alcohol at a fa ster rale than a
man's, long-term alcohol abuse by
women mora frequentl y results in
malnutrition , stomach irritation ,
anemia and low resistance to dis-
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ease. Alcohol abuse can cause the
body to ineffectively use vitamins
and calcium, which can lead to
dandruff , aggravated acne and
dull skin and hair. A strong rela-

tionship exists between alcohol
abuse and breast and neck cancer
in women.

Alcoholism seems to progress
more rapidly in women than in

men and the suicide rate among
women with alcohol problems is
hig her than that of the overall
population.
"There 's a certain amount of
masculinity that is fun and attractive in women," Professor of
Psychology Sarah Estow said.
"Girls are showing their independence and def ying the stereotype."

A

study

done

by

Henry

Wechsler of the Harvard School of
Public Health shows that between
1993 and 2001, all-women colleges
saw a 125 percent increase in frequent binge drinking, defined as

consuming four or more drinks in
a row, three or more times in a two
week period ,

Aside from the negative health
effects of drinking, tho risk of date
rape , unprotected sex and unwant-

ed sex greatly Increases when

either one or both individuals
involve alcohol in the situation ,
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This is the second of two articles on
relig ious group s al Colby and spiri tual
lif e on campus.
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125 percent over the p a st deca d e

A 160-pound, woman, after
having four drinks in two hours,
will have a blood alcohol level of
approximately .080, whereas a
160-pound, man will have an
approximate blood alcohol level of
.061. Alcohol is not fat soluble, and

REPAIRS AND TUNE-UPS
Done on premises by our trai ned profession al stuff.
SKATES , GOLF EQUIP ., SKIS & BINDINGS,
rac quets; BASEBALL GLOVES SEAMSTRESS & MONOGRAMMING
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groups and fellowship meetings on

Thursday nights.
"Colby, I think, has a seeking
spiritual community," Davis said.
"The more I talk to people, the more
I realize that students across Colby
are genuinely searching for meaning greater than themselves in a
way that they can app ly to their
lives."

ALCOHOL: Female drinking up

should be attended to before it gets colder.
It is very important in the cold weather to make sure that your car's oil
is relatively new. Old oil can be too viscous and cold temperatures make it
even thicker. By changing the-bil in ' your car, the motor runs and starts more
:' ¦
.
easily
'4.,4';y . 4t
.
. v -' ' < .:
Most shops in town can check your car and change the oil for you. An oil
change costs between $25 and $30. Most engines take five quarts of oil.
It is important to check your car's antifreeze, Adding antifreeze lowers
the freezing point of the water in
in your car's water-cooling system,! If you do
not have .th^ correct antifreeze your car, the water in your cooling system

may fa&^l^t'

groups, to give panel discussions on
Islam, Nguyen said.
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UNITYs Suspicious visitors

prompt calls to security

:

appropriately," he said.

Continued from Page 1
book."
Unity has not mnde an
announcement to students about
the recent infractions, but they
may in the future, Diviney said.
"The normal relationship that I
havo a sense of is that Colby students have alway s been welcome
here and our students have been
equall y welcomed there. We certainly don't want, any difficulty to
continue. It is best to take each
report ns It comes and to treat it

;
"I think it is fair to say we donot know wh y Unity students are
visiting the campus. Of course,!
they could be here to visit friends,
nnd in that case the friends would
be responsible for their actions'
while they wore guests on cam-!
pus," Vice President for Student!
A ffairs and Dean of Students,'
;
Jnnice Kassman said,
"It is important for Colby students , when using their access
keys to exterior dorm doors, to not
admit strangers," Kassmnn said. ;
,
.
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Editorial

SGA misrepresentation again?

Demand for religion

The lame multicultural housing morion that Presidents' Council
passed last week is yet another example of the lack of transparency in
our student government.
Peter Brush '03 was concerned that Gretchen Groggel '03 was
abusing her power as Student Government Association president by
choosing to talk to the Board of Trustees about multicultural housing
without consulting dorm presidents.
Brush and other members of Presidents' Council were upset and
rightly so that Groggel had unilaterally chosen to talk to the trustees
about multicultural housing, not only because they had no input, but
also because neither Groggel nor vice-president Jill Gutekunst '03
included multicultural housing in their campaign platform.
Brush had a right to feel misrepresented. The SGA president
should be required to confer with her constituents when deciding
what to talk about with the trustees so that dorm presidents have an
opportunity to confer with residents and determine what the important issues are.
Groggel supports multicultural housing on campus. Brush does
not. But the people who should decide whether a multicultural house
is created on campus should be the students, and Groggel's action
with the Board and Brush's proposed motion conveniently cut the
students out of the picture.
In the end, Brush's motion was reversed (though his name
remained on it). The motion, as it passed, is a waste of ink. The
administration has thought about multicultural housing and soundly rejected it. Passing such a weak motion does not demand anything
of the administration and accomplishes nothing.
Dorm presidents could not even vote on the amended motion
because they had little idea what their constituents think about multicultural housing. Presidents, knowing full well that this has been an
important issue since last semester, have had ample time to determine what their dorm residents think of multicultural housing at
Colby. That dorm presidents do not adequately know how their constituents feel suggests they are not in touch with the people they represent. Maybe some dorm presidents felt strong-armed by the smallbut-vocal group present at the meeting. If that was the case, they do
not have the courage to stand by their constituents.
Dorm presidents should go back to their dorms and conduct surveys. Dorm presidents: go talk to each one of your constituents and
ask them, "Are you for or against multicultural housing at Colby?"
Keep a tally of their answers and vote for or against depending on the
results you receive.
Most students seem to be against multicultural housing, but it is
difficult to tell. Lef s put it to a vote and decide democratically.
Deciding democratically will achieve an equitable solution.

While I appreciate that the Echo

took the time to address issues of
religion, and spirituality on campus

("Examining spiritual-life on a secular campus" Nov. 7, 2002), I disagree
with the interpretation of the information provided by the various religion leaders. The article states that
because only a few people are active
participants in religious groups (i.e.
attend events more th an once a
week) that the majority of Golby students are not concerned with religion
and spirituality.
First, truVis not a logical conclusion. There are six student religious
groups on campus all of which have
extensive mailing lists (the Newman
Council/Catholic Chaplaincy alone
has about 100 people on its mailin g
list). There are few clubs on campus
where more than 10 or 12 students
participate in more than one activity
a week. Forty, to 60 students, attend
Catholic Mass on campus weekly
and many Protestant, Jewish and
Muslim students participate in
weekly services either on campus or
downtown.
Also, determining that students
are not interested in religion or are
not religious . from whether they
activel
y p articipate in student religious groups is not reasonable. It is a
bit like conclu ding that because there
are only.about 10 students in each of
Colby's a cappella groups, the majority of students at Colby do not like a
cappella music. The number of
singing groups at Colby and the popularity of their concerts would discount this claim. I believe that the
number of religious groups and the

popularity of their larger events,
Sincerely and respectfully,
such as the Passover Seder, Ash
Rachel Nelson
Wednesday, Palm Sunday Masses,
Catholic Campus Minister
and Carols arid Lights, demonstrate
that many students have an interest
in religion.
New threats demand new
Separate from the issue of student
leaders
involvement in religious groups on
campus, it h as been my exp erience
that members of the Colby commuAfter the election on November
nity are very curious about and inter- 5th, CNN released a poll asking votested in religious issues. Students ers what, the most important issues
who are not Catholic, and who often in the election were. In order of
h ave no formal religious back- importance they ranked: the econoground, frequently ask me questions my, Iraq, Social Security, health care
about Catholicism and religion in and education. One issue that did
general. Many students oh this cam- not appear on this list, climate
pus are seeking to understand reli- change, is arguably the biggest
gionbetter, even if they are not mem- potential catastrophe to face
bers of any particular religious mankind. Climate change is not simgroup. The ovenvhelmingly positive ply a matter of the environment: it
resp onse to th e Muslim Stu dent encompasses allthe issues cited in
Group's f orum last f all, where they the CNN p oll, plus the much-talkedanswered questions about Islam, is about issues of national security, teranother example. Given this hunger rorism and totalitarianism. New
to find answers, it seems likely that threats like climate change are unlike
most Colby students do in fact think any other issue Americans have had
about God on a regular basis.
to vote f or i
n a domestic election :
Finally,I take objection to the edi- they are global in scale and global in
tor of this paper using this forum to consequence.
further his own opinions. I have spoClimate ch ange threaten s to
ken to Emma McCandless, the destabilize global economic, biologiauthor of the article, and know that cal an d p oliti cal systems by exposing
she. had interpreted the comments of the planet to unprecedented weather
the religious leaders as suppor ting extremes, food shortages . and the
the fact th at spirituali ty is alive and spread of disease-carrying insects.
well at Colby.If the editor wishes to Du e to its devastating impacts on
express an opposing viewpoint, he human health and quality of life, clishould do so in the opinions section mate change is a matter of human
rather than through the editing of rights. Period. The world's poorest
feature articles. Accurate reporting and most disenfran chised people
involves truthfully representing the l
wli be hit the h ardest by more freinf orm ation th at is presented, not quent and longer-lasting droughts
shaping it to conf orm to one's own and storms. It is no coincidence that
predetermined conclusions. "
the island nation of Tuvalu is plan• < -

¦

ning to sue the United States for ere-,,; 7
ating the carbon burden that will,.-!, '
sink its shores in the near future., ,,,.
Where has the leadership been on, a,;
the issue of climate change? Whereof
has the genuine leadership been orjt»-,".r
any of the global issues that threaten,, I
„ }¦,]
our'long-term political stability?
Those of us in our early twenties,.,,«• ,"
have a critical responsibility. Climate^.s .
change has been called a threat oijv, :,
the order of nuclear holocaust, yet-';;-/
Americans are complacent. We -y {
should act now, with the kind o£,-*r
urgency f elt by our parents during . « ,
the Cuban Missile Crisis, to abater
emissions so that we can avoid soma+j.:«
of the impacts of climatic change*, :n
Peaceful, mutual solutions are possi-,.-^
ble, and. as long as leadership irt ny
Washington is lacking, we must lead; ,o<
the nation on this issue. At Oberlin r
^
College, the student group Climate, -c t'
Justice is targeting the college,,,,_'
administration to adopt policies that ;rL
will make significant campus-wide,y ,
reductions in greenhouse gas emisr'.l.;
sions;- We are holding ourselves
resp onsible and acting resp onsibly^ "_
as a result. Other schools, like *
Cornell, Tufts and Lewis & Clark,..*_
have already set the precedent by ;
making serious commitments to \*
i..\Y>
ameliorate climate change.
College and university campuses
need to be functioning examp les of
what the future can be. Our schools.- ,_. _•
exist to train us for the future; but if-, ¦».
they do not acknowledge ande.i.i
address issues like climate change^ j- ^
what h op e is th ere for a livable,,-x .
future? We are members of the gen- m ,,
eration that will oversee either the.,^
.
—.—.
.",.
Continued on Page 5
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Opinions
5ong of the South Smoking policies at Colby: bene
I' m never
ficial or misplaced parenting?
going t o
ret ire

C.W. Bassett

Americans are traditionally a restless people, always on the .move,
never satisfied with the status quo,
never content with the treasures of
the past. Except, of course, in New
Eng lan d, where most of you—
despite our increasing geographical
;diversity at the College—have been
; living in Concord, Mass. since
Thoreau taught there.
You lived in the same house built
by your great-great-great-greatigreat-grandfather Myles (or Miles)
Standish. Your brains were not rotted
!by lead paint because none of your
!ancestors would allow paint in the
!house, except a little whitewash
made in the shed by your great-great.great-uncle Silas Standish, I once had
!a student who didn't turn in a paper
;on lime because he had been diagnosed with whitewash poisoning, the
'opinion of his grandfather, Dr.
Sigmund Standish , the famed
Concord whitewash poison specialist
;(lots of specialists in Concord, particularl y at paper-due time).
All of this preliminary finger waggling is to serve notice that I left the
land of snow and ko to road a "scholarly " paper at a conference in Little
Rock, Ark, the ond of last week, You
Calvinist Concordlans will not be
pleased to learn of the nature of this
conclave, The St, Charles Borromeo
Conference on Catholicism in
¦

¦
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now all of this would
not bother the average
Colby student, who
thrives on Natty Light,
mos tly because ifs
CHEAPERTHANMOOSE
DROOL.

try to order a drinkable beer in Little
Rock.
I did. They have Bud Light, Mick
Light, Miller Lite, Lone Star Light,
Razorback Light (a yummy local
brewpub specialty), etc, etc. Now all
of this would not bother the average
Colby student, who thrives on Natty
Light, mostly because it's cheaper
than moose drool. But it would seem
that buying a beer with any sort of
actual beer taste is impossible in
Arkansas. Finally, at a sort of upscale
place in Hot Springs, I foiind n bottle
Continued on Pago 6

sp onsible drinki ng, but will rather
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Do you feel your
dorm president
properl y represents you in SGA?
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At Colby, th e m arketplace
of ideas seems to shut down
after classes end.
The Echo aspires to bring
facts about Colby to the community to facilitate necessary
and educational conversations about our school. These
conversation should be taking place between students,
between students and faculty, between students and
administrators, but also
between community member s an d th e Echo.
Toward this end we will
pose a question to our readers each week in the hopes of
facilitating
conversation
among our
readership.
Reader-contributors
are
invited to respond to the
question posed in the Echo,
and we will print the submissions .
As with all other letters,
submissions must be submitted by Sunday at midnight,
should be typed and can be
no longer than 400 words. All
submissions must be signed.

in a health lifestyle, then —speaking
drive it behind closed doors where it as a peer health educator—can think
may be even more dangerous, and of several ways in which students
just as the War on Drugs has by engage in activities th at are signifimany estimations increased crime as cantly more self-destructive than
Emily Honig
it has decreased the dangers of drug smoking two cigarettes on a drunken Saturday night.
use, banning smokIt is quite easy
ing on campus will
By now everyone has heard do nothing but ONE OF THE REASONS I
to imagine a slipsneaky like Colby is that I am pery slope here. In
about the proposed changes to inspire
the first case,
Colby's smoking policy—namely, ways to smoke. One
Colby enacts a
that Colby be made a "non-smok- of the reasons I like UNDER THE CONTINUING
smoke-free caming" campus. Opinions abound Colby is that I am
about this in every which way,and it under the continu- IMPRESSIONTHATIN MOST pus policy to align
itself with Us New
seems to me that those members of ing impression that CASES, I REALLY DON'T
Small
the administration who are pushing in most cases, I realEngland
this issue are ignoring a basic idea: ly don't have to HAVE TO HIDE WHAT I DO, College Athletic
Conference comwe may occasionally need mother- hide what I do, and AND FOR THE MOST PART
petitors. In the secing, but college bureaucrats are not for the most part
ond
case, administhe right people to do it.
the administration THEADMINISTRATION
IS
trators decide to
As a member of Student Health is not going to make
be proactive and
On-Cnmpus, people expect that I value jud gments NOT GOINGTO MAKE
mandate that stuwill be anti-smoking and pro- about our activities. VALUE JUDGMENTS ABOUT
dents
improve
smoke-free-campus. Personal opin- Banning smoking—
their diet; Dana
ions aside, I think that making the an activity which is, OUR ACTIVITIES.
and Foss will no
campus smoke-free is a ludicrous believe it or not,
idea for a number of reasons, both of still legal in the real world—van- longer serve red meat due to high
cholesterol levels (Bob's would be
practicality and of personal free- quishes that presumption.
dom, I may not especially like smokIn short, for political reasons — spared because no one eats there
ing, but I think it is obvious and doc- namely, that it is politicall y correct to anyway.) Absurd, yes. But it is an
umented that telling college stu- complain about "Big Tobacco"— our example that is in many ways paraldents that they are not allowed to do school is talking about taking on an lel to what is currently being dissomething is by no means a way to additional role: that of nanny, It is cussed, If my mother wants me to
keep,them from doing it, and is by one thing for Colby to protect us eat less red meat, then fine, she's my
no means a way of causing them to from breaking the law, to remind us mom, If my school wants to monitor
behave more responsibly,
that we will get in trouble if wo do my health, on the other hand , that is
Just as students, rightfully, con- so. It is by far another thing for our not okny.
stantl y claim that banning hard alco- school to take measures regarding
E mi ly H onig Is the Echo
hol, drinking games or whatever our health. If Colby feels the need to
Opinions Editor.
you please will not decrease irre- make sure its student body engages
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Literature. I read a paper on the secular Ja nsenist apostacy of John
O'Hara, an essay that brought gasps
of intellectual envy to the lips of my
Little Rockian listeners.
John Sweney,professor of English,
claims that I have done nothing since
1977 but re-write a single "scholarly"
paper on O'Hara the Drunk, but you
can see that he's dead wrong. I only
mentioned booze three times in this
one. But I see why the South is
known as a backward region. Don't

Question
of the
Week

I "What election? Political? Oh, we missed j
the deadline. "
|
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I thought they wanted us to give money
By LISA deKEUKEL AERE

The real question here should be
what do the students want? While it
may seem that Colby already "has"
In light of recent articles about us, and therefore what we want may
spending at Colby, it seems appro- not be as pertinent as what.,will
priate to take a step back and look at attract new students, we are the
what Colby really is: a business. ones most in touch with incoming
Colleges are not non-profit organi- classes. If something about Colby
zations, but companies that make bothers us, chances are it will bother
money. One of the first rules of busi- perspective students as welL and
ness is to always make sure the cus- high school seniors are much more
tomer is happy, and if I'm not mis- likely to pick a school where the stutaken, we as the students are the dents seem happy.
As a three-year resident of Frat
customers.
Recent expenditures such as the Row, I have a few suggestions. What
li^ghts in Dana, the new seal and the about fixing the toaster at Bob's? I
tiew mule are key
g u a ra n t e e
this would
examples of large sums
cost far less
of money being spent Recent exp enditures such
than
new
with little direct benelightsin dana, the lighting,
but
fit", fo the customer. as the
it
would
Horfestly, how will the newseal and the new
make a posiriewI-Colby seal benefit
tive differme?"-I liked the old one mule are key examp lesof
ence in the
better, and I can't large
sums of moneybeing lives
of
imagine that any permany Colby
spective
student sp ent withlittledirect
students.
would pass Colby by
The
pathbecause of a seal that benef i t to the customer.
ways on the
"just doesn't work."
As for the; mule, the old one had its Row are in pretty sore shape; threeowrfcharisma, whereas the new one inch platforms are practically
just '"• seems like a misdirected required to remain dry while naviattempt to make us feel more formi- gating the puddles on a rainy day.
Small vehicles could get lost in some
dable.
EOPY EDITOR

of the potholes in the Bob's parking jects such as the Strategic Plan, it is
lot, and while repaying the lot decisions concerning the smaller
would probably be fairly costly, it expenditures that seem to be made
would be an improvement that independent of the students. While
would directly affect both students a school with an endowment of
and faculty.
more than $200 million might think of
But these
things would The p o itnhere is not that I $60,000 a small expenjust improve EXPECT LIFE AT COLBY TO PER - diture, a student sees
it as two years tuition
our living sit're here to learn, and more than she
uation. What FECT.
hopes to make in a
about putting
the money AND I STILL MANAGE TO DO SO year when she gradutoward hiring EVEN IF I CAN'T TOAST MY
ates.
another proThe point here is
fessor for an ENGLISH MUFFIN.
riot that I expect life at
over enrolled
Colby to be perfect,
department or constructing a new We're here to learn, and I still manacademic building? Maybe the seal age to do so even if I can't toast my
and mule funds didn't come from English muffin. If I graduate withthe same area of the budget as pro- out being able to walk a straight line
fessor 's ' salaries, but money is down the Row on a rainy day, thaf s
fine, as long as I don't know that the
money.
The Echo is an excellent medium money that could have been spent
through which to monitor student to fix it went to printing new lettergovernment, but what about the head withthe Colby seal. As a gradadministration? Web surveys may uating senior, I know that I will be
help the administration keep tabs on asked to donate before I even
what students want, but having a receive my diploma, and while I
handful of students on a planning probably won't even have enough
committee doesn't necessarily money to buy a toaster next year,
express the views of the student I'm definitel y less likely to give part
body as a whole. While the adminis- of my first post-Colby paycheck to a
tration makes a commendable effort place that might spend it on more
to solicit student opinion on big pro- giant rusting blocks.

We

Presidents ' Comer
This excerpt is taken verbatimfrom
the Nov. 7 meeting of Presid ents'
Council. For the minutes in full, p lease
refer . to. - SGA's
Web
site
(www.colby.edu/sga/minuies) .
Lisa Hallen: I agree that the
wording of this motion is flawed
at best. To link with frats is misguided. Frats have a history of
segregation, hazing and excessive drinking...MH don't have
anything to do with these things.
An article from the APA shows
again how MH would be a great
thingbecause it would link classroom academics to where you
live. Specialty housing/themed
housing have been successful. I
urge you to get a hold of a movie
of the debate earlier this campus
because it was a fantastic debate.
It is not their job to educate us.
Rather, it is our job to get educated. I am not in favor because it
links something that has historically been a problem with something that is not.
Chris Suprenant '04: 1 am going
to move to amend:
I, Peter Brush, that PC affirms
the stance that establishment of
MH should be examined by the

administration as a viable option
for the Colby community.
Second.
Move to question on the amendment.
Amendment Passes
Katlyn Shagory '05: I'm telling
you right now that I will abstain
from a vote on this because my
constituents don't have enough
time to tell me about this. Also,
the fact . that we don't have
enough info to vote for it the
original motion, wh y do we have
enough info to vote for / against
this motion?
Emily Posner '03 (community
member): The way that I understand the motion to say is that
PC is putting a stance that says
we aren't making a decision
whether you are for or against,
but that you are pushing for
more research.
After more debate, the
amended motion passed: 16 in
favor, 5 abstentions and 4
against.

The men who can fly Cyrrent centroversys tormone replacement
By MATT KOZAR
§TAFF WRITER
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"1 can't believe it...how did he
do that?" I stared dumbfoundedly
at my father as a small, but noticeable grin remained on his face.
Being a young, curious boy, I
expected a rational exp lanation,
but instead received the exact
opposite. "I don't know. I ju st
don't know," he replied.
To' this very day, I will never be
able to explain how Michael
Jordan gracefully jumped over
twq ',New York Knicks' defenders

;!
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indj ammed the basketball on top
af one of my favorite players, John
Stasks. For the first time that
night, one could have heard a pin
drop at Madison Square Garden
Decause the entire crowd, in the
words of Walt Cly de Frazier,
remained "stupefied by the
sxcitable finesse of [his airiness]."
ftfu ch to the chagrin of Ral ph
IVaEdo Emerson ("Envy is igno5an£e, imitation is suicide"), I both
Jnvjied and imitated Jordan in
ivety way. He was, and still is, my
aero,. Jordan is just one example,
nany others have followed in his
toofsteps. More recently, p layers
mcjn as Kobe Bryant, Shaqu ill e
p 'Neal, Tracey McGrad y, Allen
verson and Jason Kidd have
(clod as role models to athletes of
ill >ages, while inspi r i ng many
j thprs.
- l.owever, the recent trend of
'he! "bad boy image " i n the
•j aftonal Basketball Association is
alaguing and suffocating this pop.ilaf' sport. Players have been
•ng^ ging in negative activity b oth
m ahd off the court, which further
iarfhs the reputation of a league
vitft the highest average salary of

LETTERS :
p ushing f o rthe
environment
Zof itinue d from Page 4

»
indoing of the planet or its rebirth,
f il! is to be the latter, wc need to
egroup, real ize there is hope for the
utu re and exert our own political
lowers on every level of governance
tarling with our schools. It' s our
uhjre , so let' s make sure it meets
KjjrJ standard s for livnbility and
)enj :e.
Mlrn Inbar '03 and Claire Jahno '03
, ;• .
Oberlin College
OCMR 1535
J
Oberl i n College
[( ¦¦
,
Oberlin, Ohio 44074
Mlrn,Inbnr®Dbcrlin,cdu
j
Clniro.Jnhnsiaioberlin.eclu
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all professional sports. The NBA is
ranked first with the average player 's salary in 1999-02 at
$3,522,134, while the NHL trailed
in second place with $1,194,206.
(www.sportsfansofamerica.com)
The high payrolls should
demand athletes hold themselves
at a high standard both on and off
the court. The NBA recently fined
Jason Terry (Atlanta Hawks)
$10,000 for punching Don Reid
(Orlando Magic) during a game
between the two teams. Reid was
fined $7,500 for reciprocating the
action (AP). Last year, Tim
Hardaway (Miami Heat) was
fined $5,000 for throwing towels
on the court after being ejected
from a game, while Coach Jerry
Sloan of the Utah Jazz was fined
$7,500 for "verbally abusing officials" (www.allsports.com).
The outrageous and often flagrant actions extend beyond the
basketball court. Allen Iverson
recently turned himself in to
police after facing 14 charges
relating to an incident with a
handgun and breaking into his
cousin's apartment (BET). Jason
Williams, former star of the New
Jersey Nets, is facing a wrongful
death suit in the case of Costas
Christofi's.
Sportsline.com.
reported that "Williams humiliated and cursed at Christofi before
showing off with a shotgun and
fatally shooting him."
These examp les are just a few
of many outrageous actions committed by professional athletes
through the years. As an individual earning an extreme salary as
well as being privileged enough to
play on national television each
ni ght, a certain degree of matu rity
and class must be demanded.
Whether they . believe it or not,
their fame equals a hi gh level of
trust that they must hold with the
public. They are models to children and athletes who adore their
sty le of play. They must adhere to
an unwritten contract, a contract
that binds them to not onl y the
game they pl ay, b ut to the i m a ge
they bring to that game.
It is time that professional athletes take oh this responsibility
a nd b r i ng respect ba ck to the ir
designated sports. If this doesn't
occur quickly, c orrupt i on and
greed will drive away the very
fans that support the teams,

light. After all, it wasn't that long ago dryness and atrophy) and osteoporo- Health Initiative this past summer left
that doctors recommended cigarettes sis associated with menopause. patients and clinicians confused about
for various ills. We don't recommend Recently, the perceived benefits in optimal management. After a fivethem anymore.
year follow-up, the
terms , of cardioCurrently
vascular
protecstudy was halted
menopause
happens
at
a
MelanieThompson,
Af ter a f ive-y ear
f ollow- because
median
the safety
age
tion
have
become
of
51,
and
the
postMD. MPH
monitoring board
menopausal years represent about a hot topic.
up, THE STUDY WAS HALTED
concluded the risks
one-third of an average woman's life
Osteoporosis—
thinning of the BECAUSE THE SAFETYMONITOR- of invasive breast
Of course, whether you're for or span.
cancer and cardioMenopause is the cessation of bones—is acceleragainst menopause isn't the debate.
ING BOARD CONCLUDED THE
vascular
events
after
Whether to go on or get off HRT menstruation following the loss of ated
(Hormone Replacement Therapy) for ovarian function. As women age, the menopause. It is a RISKS OF BREASTCANCER AND outweighed any
benefits (i.e. lower
menopause, however, has become ovaries lose the follicle pool at a rapid major source of
rates of hip fracvery controversial.
rate; there is less pain and prema- CARDIO-VASCULAR EVENTS
tures, lower rates
You might think
response to the ture death, affect- OUTWEIGHED ANY BENEFITS.
of colo-rectal canthis topic has no rele- Medical research attemp ts hormones that ing over 25 percer and protection
vance in a college
run the ovaries. cent of Americans,
, but Eventually the 80 percent of whom are women. One from Alzheimer's Disease.)
newspaper. However, to be well-controlled
Women and their clinicians have
are in 10 hip fracture patients will die
you certainly know the p ublicof ten discovers follicles
someone who is going
depleted; with within a year of their fracture. had to weigh the pros and cons of horg ractices this comes the Estrogen replacement therapy can mone replacement for years. The risks
through, has been that p rescribin p
and benefits of replacement therapy
termination of prevent osteoporosis.
through or will go
thatare considered "stan- estrogen
Another condition associated with vary person to person; it depends on
prothrough menopause.
duction and the menopause is cardiovascular disease. medical history,whether a woman has
No easy recom- dard " are notalways
final
cessation of (Although most studies have been in lost her uterus and ovaries,whether a
mendation exists in
s
menstruation.
men, this is a leading cause of death family history of breast cancer exists
regards to HRT. based on studies.
So how about for women as well. Historically,it has and whether estrogen is prescribed
Medical
research
attempts to be well-controlled, but the hormone replacement therapy? been noted that after menopause, with progestins, among other factors.
public often discovers from news cov- Doesn't it make sense? With the women's rates of heart attacks With the patient's concerns in mind, a
erage that prescribing practices that reduction in estrogen, many changes approach men's rates. Estrogen practitioner must then make a balare considered "standard" are not in a woman's body occur, most of replacement therapy was used for the anced presentation of the possible
cardio-protective effect, especially in indications and side effects.
always founded on evidence-based which are viewed negatively.
There is no bottom line.
women
at high risk because of family
estrogen
has
been
a
studies. Many patients and clinicians
Replacing
ate sure to be confused or angry at the standard therapy for many year s, history, smoking or diet.
Recently, controversy has arisen
apparent contradictions and reversals. helping primarily the hot flashes,
Melanie Thompson is director of the
But the medical world changes its sleep disturbances, mood swings, about hormone replacement therapy
Garrison-Foster Health Center
mind when new information comes to genital symptoms (such as vaginal as the recent findings of the Women's

Medical advice
from Garrison
Health Ctr.

Note: Tlie op inions expressed in this comic strip are those of the artist and are not necessarily shared by the Echo.
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Sarah Lawrence College In Florence combines individually
designed programs of study with total Immersion in the academic
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To the Echo: please consider
revising the layout of tlie paper.
Monopolize at least five of your 10
pages .with endless sports statistics and player abuse articles.
Ireland does, and everyone seems
to be happy. Sports here are not
extra-curriculars. They- are life.
One of us has gone national.
Moving beyond Division III, Kate
"Chups" Chuprevich '04 has been
recruited to play with the Irish
National Women's Basketball
Team. As she was enjoy ing a hardcore workout at the Brookfield
Holiday Gymnasium, the biggest
man in Ireland approached her
and asked her if she was a bailer.
She's 6' 1". Did he. even have to
ask? Later that week, she went to
her first practice, which was . a
giant step up from the club team
with whom she'd been practicing
earlier (some of that team had
never touched a basketball
before). The large man's intentions were that she play with them
all year, including a hopeful trip to
the championship in Scandinavia.
Unfortunately ,our single semester
here is allowing her only to practice and scrimmage with her new-

BASSETTs In search of good beer in Arkansas

Continued from Page 4

of Sam Adams. The bartender had to
rummage through an entire coolerful
of Lites to find it, but I HAD my onebottle fix.
. Hot Springs ("Where Pres. Bill
Clinton Attended High School") is a
wonderfully odd place. From the
mid-1800s, tourists came from all
over the world to "take the waters," i.
e., soak in the hot, hot, hot (147
degrees) mineral, springs in sumptuous bath houses, now gone to genteel

•r

found teammates, but she's mak- Australia—former world champions—it was all anyone was talking
ing the most of her time.
about.
Boys start playing as wee
we
watch
As for the rest of us,
sports. Television has a lot to offer; sprouts, much like little league
you could spend entire days in baseball, but lifting (of team memfront of the "telly ," staring blankly bers, not weights) is not permitted
at Ireland's strongest men running until one's 18th year. There aire
around a field with oversized field teams all over the country, and
hockey sticks. What sport is that? people are very loyal to their
region: Ulster,
H u r li n g —
* or
Leinster
Europe's oldest
field game. It now rep lace those f aces Munster, which
is where we are.'
seems to be a litwith those of dirty,
tle rougher than
The players
are celebrities'.
field
hockey. sweaty, manl yrugby
Picture
ah
General practice
,
American girlC?
involves throw- gods. Pretty p icture
ing a ball ("slioroom, her walls
ISN'T IT?
thar").high in the
p lastered with
air and swatting
cutouts of Brad
at it like one would a baseball. But Pitt and Shea Hillenbrand. Now
this ball is made of horse hair replace those faces with those of
(don't be fooled, it's still reall y dirty, sweaty, manly rugby gods.
hurts to be hit by it). To move for- Pretty picture, isn't it?
ward in the game, one can take
We've learned a lot about hurlonly four strides before having to ing and rugby. And did we men.bounce the ball on the end of the tion that soccer is big? Soccer is
"hurley" stick. Brings back memo- huge. But we still don't underries of tennis lessons, .but this is so stand the obsession with Gaelic
much harder. Scoring is multi- football and cricket. White
optional: one can either put the sweaters, 24-hour games? Wharfs
ball over the crossbar (like a field the deal? Give us some Cracker
goal in football) or knock it into Jacks, a Bud and the Red Sox and
the net under the bar.
we're good to go. Guess we still
Rugby here is similar to a cult. have some stuff to learn.
This weekend when Ireland beat

ruin because bathers finall y figured
out that the water was hot that it
boiled the skin from their bodies (the
baths were popular until 1946; a lot of
people are slow learners).
I visited an old high school classmate in a retirementvista nearby,Hot
Springs Village. You know why I'll
never retire? I'd have to play golf.
Hot Springs Village is a little island in
the midst of about 256 golf courses. If
you're not run down by a cart carrying two men with pants bri ght
enough to be seen from Montana,

you're warned to beware of errant
golf balls. I concluded that they were
all high on sourmash bourbon, a
more palatable local delicacy..
But the temperature outdoors was
in the mid-seventies, the trees are as
bright as ours and my hosts gave me
Alaska ocean-caught salmon. I didn't
dare ask for beer. As I said, beer in the
South looks an awful lot like Uncle
Silas's famous Concord whitewash,
and we all know what THAT can db
to you.

Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. Our programs
make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dates are filling quickly , so get with the program! It works?
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Contact CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.coni
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Transportation
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* The Portlan d Jetport
• Boston's Logan Airport
• Manchester, N.H, Airport '/ :;
• Pease International Tradeport '" "

No one serves the Colby campus with more trips ;
to more airports than Mermaid Transportation , j
i

Reserve with the BEST! ¦

»

Call

1-800-696-2463
or reserve fast on-line at

gomermaid.com
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Mermaid schedules are available on-line, at the Dean; :
of Students Office and other locations on campus, -j j
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By JON MEEK

dressed in blue jeans and flannel
shirts, around a single microphone.
Huddled around the same mike,
~ The
Jerks of Grass concert in the they moved around in a continuous
Mary Low Coffeehouse last Friday game of musical chairs to allow
Slight, Nov. 8, was the closest thing whichever musician was singing or
soloing to be adequately heard.
to a hoedown this semester.
The repertoire of the ensemble
, The band performed two sets of
j iard-clriving bluegrass tunes to a covered the entire gamut of blueir
ery large and appreciative audi- grass music. Many songs were old
2$ce. Students danced, clapping traditional tunes. The band also
their hands to the fast-paced music. played songs by first generation
'4, :.The quartet, which is based out of bluegrass singers such as Bill
Portland, is comprised of Carter Monroe and the Stanley Brothers,
Logan on the banjo, Ron Gallant on but the great contemporary banjo
the mandolin, Jason Phelps on the player Bela Fleck wrote the vast
majority of their
Ejuitar and bassist
instrumental
Ibm Jacques.
The musicians each took
numbers.
( , Logan displayed
Interestingly,
bis incredible talents their turn soloin g...
the Jerks of
ay switching effortGrass,
who
lessly back and forth over the foot -stom ping
between picking the music so quickl yit made have been playing
together
aanjo and sawing
beg
my
consistentl
head
hurt
and
y for
aji the strings of his
the past four
fiddle, especially on
years, haven't
the traditional fid- for more at the same
released
an
iCe tune "Old Joe TIME.
album
and
Clark."
don't advertise
All the musicians
were talented on their instruments, at all. They prefer to remain a relabut they also had fine singing voic- tively obscure Portland bluegrass
es. Many of the tunes featured dif- band, playing weekly shows at local
ferent combinations of three-part pubs and weddings, having a great
vocal harmony that is so characteris- time all the while. The Jerks of
tic of the "high lonesome sound" of Grass' great performance and welcome reception are testimony to the
bluegrass music.
The musicians each took their wisdom of Coffeehouse music coorturn soloing in all of the tunes, dinator Eric Eichler '03, who booked
improvising incredible solos over these wonderful musicians to come
entertain us in our own backyard.
the foot-stomping music.
"These guys were the epitome of
down-home music as they played,
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Today- Nov. 14

• Academy Award
Winning Film Director
Frank Beyer Lecture 4 6 p.m. Lovejoy 205
• Colby Improv 9 p.m.
SPA
• SGA Films: "The Bourne
Identify " 9:30 p.m. Arey 5
• Harpin Wood at
Mainely Brews for Senior
Night

Friday- Nov. 15

KELLY MARTIN/ THE COLBY ECHO

Craig Karg esastounds students with his mental magic in the Pugh Center, Nov. 9.

Online ticket reservations halted
By MELV LADERA

tickets made available for sold out
shows, but there were more noshows for reservations than peo.. The privilege of reserving tick- ple on the wait list.
ets on Colby 's theater and dance
"There was a good likelihood
Web site is no longer available. of people on the wait list picking
Anyone that wants to purchase up tickets, but many of them
tickets for theater and dance pro- would not show up," Adjunct
ductions must go to the box office Associate Professor of theater and
in Runnals.
dance
Tim
Th
The online reserThurston said.
vation system was ^y
T h u r st on
eliminated to ensure
believes people are dispeople who reserve
tickets come to the
couraged from
shows. People often
purchasing
reserved
tickets
tickets when
online and then did
they see a
not
show
up.
show is sold
P r o d u c t i o n s
out
and
appeared to be sold
although they
out on paper, but
put
their
come show time,
names on the
plenty of seats were
— Debi Ward waiting list,
left empty.
th ey do not
"People learned to Administrative Secretary show
up
beat the system ,"
because they
Administrative Secretary Debi think there is little chance of getWard said.
ting into the theater.
Students were reserving tickets
The new system is more proffor each night the productions itable.
were put on and then choosing
"This is not an issue about the
which one to attend without can- money; it is the seating," Ward
celing the reservations they had said. "We want to make it fair for
made for the other nights, Ward the students in the productions. It
said.
is a disappointment when they are
There a lways was a w ait l ist for playi ng to h a lf a n a u di ence of
£&E EDITOR

is is not
an

issue about
the money; it is the
seating. We want to
make it f air f or the
students in the p roductions.

^
J^tJP

what they thought would be a full
house. It is important to the people doing the work."
According to Ward, it is still too
early to know how well the new
system is working because only
two productions have been performed since the new system was
imp lemented. But so far it has
been a success. Mike Daisey's '96
show and one of the "for colored
girls..." performances both sold
out.
In addition to the removal of
the online reservation system, the
b ox off ice is n ow op en throughout
the semester instead of just the
week before performances, from 5
to 7:30 p.m. Wednesday through
Saturday. Tickets can also be purchased via campus mail and are
sold in Cotter Union during the
week of performances.
"While it may be slightly more
inconvenient for .the individual, it
should create for more engaged
audiences," Loren Sanbourne '04
said.
"I didn't like the reserve system
because we'd sell out and we'd
hav e empty houses," Em ily
Carreiro '03 said. "Now peopl e
have to get off their lazy butts to
buy tickets."
The new system is being used
on a trial basis and will be evaluated at the end of the year.

E¥iOo_nligrif EVlile" turns
out to be a long walk
Critics say the p erfor f __ *r
• ^ mances
are Oscar calfifi

\

Movie

^

Review
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By CRISTINA JALERU
STAFF WRITER

"Moonlight Mile" was definitely
too long and too boring. I wanted
to leave 10 minutes into the movie.
The film focuses on Joe Nast
(Jake Gyllenhaal, the name is as
hard to spell as it is for the actor to
try a different facial expression)
who moves in with his fianceVs
family after she is murdered. The
parents, Jojo (Susan Sarandon) and
Ben (Dustin Hoffman) support
their soon-to-be-ex-son in law,
encouraging him to move on with
his life. He moves pretty fast when
he falls for the obnoxious postal
clerk by d ay, waitress by night
Bertie (Ellen Pompeo) who also lost
a lover.
The plot line is complicated with
the unnecessary side story of the
family trying to nail the guy who
shot their daughter and the focus
on the business the fa ther runs,
which does not seem to be flourishing. Apparently the writer does not
know for sure which direction he
wants to move so he staggers

iber. Obviousl y the ubi quitous Mr. Ebert does
not know what he is
talkin g about, as usual.
between a few paths, haplessly
dragging viewers with him.
The funny thing is that the parents never seem too distressed
about their daughter 's death or too
repressive about their pain with
exception to the short visits they
pay to the lawyer. They are more
concerned about how they are
going to dodge their pitying
friends who stalk them with inopportune phone calls and visits.
Critics say the performances are
Oscar caliber. Obviously the ubiquitous Mr. Ebert does not know
what he is talking about, as usual,
or he has not seen the movie but
gave his famous thumbs up anyway. They are not bad, except f or
Bertie, who looks like Renee
Zellweger on a ba d hair d ay or like
a horny Medusa , and Joe who looks
Continued on Page 8

• Fall Faculty Exhibition '¦
opens 3 p.m. Art
Museum
:
• IBM Distinguished
Lecture with Ron Green :
4 - 6 p.m. Given
Auditorium
'
• Writing Across the
Curriculum Workshop
with Peter 4 - 6 p.m.
Robins room, Roberts
Union
• International Coffee
Hour 4:30 - 6 p.m. Mary '
Low Coffeehouse
• SGA Films; 'The Bourne
Identity" 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Arey 5
• Battle of the Bands 8
p.m. Page Commons
Room
• Tion Train 8 p.m. Mary.
Low Coffeehouse

Saturday - Nov. 16

• Colby Dinner Theater 6
p.m. Page Commons
Room
• SGA Films: The Bourne
Identity " 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Arey 5
• EVE Concert 7:30 p.m.
Pugh Center
• A Cappellathon:
Colbyettes Invitational 8
p.m. Lorimer Chapel
• "Wilderness and Spirit .
A Mountain Called
Katahdln "—directed by
Huey, a Colby Alum— ¦
3:30 p.m. Railroad
Square Cinema

Beer Review
Creamy goodness and tasty black flies
By ROBERT BURTON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Wi nter is com i ng and i t is time
for the h ea vy hitters.
Th i s week wo put Sam Adam 's

Cream

Stout

against

Gritty

McDuff's Blackfl y Stout. Stouts are
members of tho nlc famil y, known
for the i r dark color, roasted taste

and heavy consistency,
Matt Tabas '03, Da n "Honey
Brown" Schless '03, Eric Rosenthal
'03, jun ior ringer James "Jimmy "
Oh '04 and myself (Rob Burton '03)
wore among the taste-testers this
week,
The Cream Stout was opened
first. The head-retention, or
Brussels lace, was paltry, yellow

and brown in color.
"There's no head on this beer.
Pretty ba d for a stout," Tabas said.
As for aroma , the Cream Stout
has a very strong, roasted bouquet,
which reminded Schless of a "mix
between a Starbucks and a smokehouse."
"It is pretty much a bad stput
smell," Oh said.
One of tho telling characteristics
of a stout is its color; the Sam is a
deep nut-brown with an unexpectedly hig h level of clarity, The clarity was a result of the thin, almost
watery consistency of tho beer, but
It tasted like the coffee aroma it
gave off.
"The aftertaste is somewhat
sour, but not greatl y so. I feel that
this is a stout you can onjoy without being n connoisseur," Schless
snid,
"I don't really like the enrbonatlon; it overpowers most of the
taste," Oh snid. "It is just way too
carbonated ,"
. "It's not the flavor thnt turns me
off , I just want a higher alcohol
content," Tnbns said.

The Sam Adams Cream Stout
was generally well-received, but
has several ma j or ' drawbacks,
namely, its poor head-retention,
intense cnrbonallon and sour aftertaste. These characteristics are
indicative of a mass-produced premium beer,
Gri tly McDuff's Blackfl y Stout
is a Maine brew that shows its
microbrew roots with its wellformed head , appetizing nroma
and full-bodied taste.
. The Blackfly 's Brussels lace tested much belter than the Cream
Stout,
"This is good head. You could
write your name in It, Hell, you
could write tho art icle in it,"
Rosenthal said.
"Just nn overnll better looking
beer," Oh said,
Compared to tho Sam's disappointing nroma, the Blackfly has a
very appealing smell. "Reminds
mo of molasses," Schless snid.
"This Is a great smell," Tnbas
snid, "kind of like unsweetened
bnkor 's chocolate"
Oh enjoyed tho tnste of tlio

Blackfly as well.
"Tho sour tnste of the Snm Isn't
prosont nt nil, The roasted tnste
builds as it enters your mouth.
There isn't too much cnrbonn lJon
nnd lt fndos comfortnbl y with n
slightly bitter aftertaste," Oh said ,
"This is wny better thnn the
mass-produced Snm, which was
OK," Schless snid, "but nothing

special ,"
The Blackfl y Is thick, rich and
"almost rivals Guinness, almost,"

Tnbns snid ,
The teste, aroma nnd nftercnuto
of Grltty's Blnckfly Stout mnko it n
lino beer, nnd in n unanimous decision, n clenr winner over tho poorl y
received Sam Adam's Cream Stout,
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Tobie'S love f o r the arts
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By MELV LADERA
A&E EDITOR

Rachel Tobie '04 is pretty much involved in all three of
the major arts. She is an independent major in word and
image studies; she is the director of this year's "Vagina
Monologues" and she sings with the Colby College
Chorale.
- Tobie came into Colby thinking she would major in
international studies or French. She never thought she
.
would pursue a career in art.
"Art seemed like a selfish career to me," Tobie said. "I
don't want to go into something that doesn't benefit people."
Tobie enjoys writing and drawing as forms of expression. She feels that she can use her talents and interest in
the arts to help people. Tobie is currently doing just that
with her direction of "Vagina Monologues."
"Vagina Monologues" is a varied set of monologues
that speak about women's issues. Tobie is excited to
direct the production; it is her first time directing. She
understands that making it different and interesting from
previous years will be a challenge, but she said she is
ready. For example, she is planning to include
some male performers.
Tobie also pursues a major that
caters to her talents and interests.
"I didn't want
to do English and
art in separate
Tobie
tracks,"
said. "I wanted to
combine them. I
am driven by my
love
of words and
KELLY MARTIN/ THE COLBY ECHO |
'04
—
Rachel
Tobie
images.
I have
.
I
I The Illuminatives hip -hop the Mary Low Coff eehouse to a lively crowd.
I!
Student notebooks and

^fW* I wanted to
combine them.
I am driven by my
love of words and
images. 1 have notebooks and lists of
words that 1 like and
p iles and p iles
of p ictures. JU ?
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lists of words that I like and piles and piles of pictures."^
^
Tobie has been interested
in the arts since she was little. She sang in her high school chorus and show choir,,_,
she did independent work in black and white photogta.^
phy and she participated in one to two productions eacj> .
,.r .* •
year during high school.
At Colby,Tobie acted in last year's production of "Tfcie ^,
Winter's Tale." This past summer, she performed in "5!;
Women Wearing the Same Dress" at the ACAT Theater.
In addition to her involvement in the arts, Tobie is a.:,
founding, board member of Colby Cares About Kids.___ .
Tobie plans to do a senior scholar's project next year"
and apply for a Watson Fellowship. She wants to attentiH
graduate school at Trinity College in Dublin, which is lite- ,
only college that has graduate studies in her major.
"I'd like to be a practicing artist with a studio—mayj ie^
end up teaching," Tobie said.
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Continued fr om Page 7
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plainl y confused all the time.
Sarandon and Hoffman do a good
job, but they are type cast, despi te
their incredible talent that is wasted in this movie. He does his
"Rainman" stuff, and she is the
s ame sa ssy lady as always.
I was also none too pleased with
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the music. There was no emotion at I
all—it was added like pepper to 1
chili, without much effect or pur? J

pose.

* - -B

Not only did the movie bore me,;'
it also annoyed me when it obstK"
natel y lasted more than the first";
hour. I was frustra ted to tears at the
end. Cheesy and mushy,I'd rather ,
watch soap operas.
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^ Serving Lunch & Dinner
Fresh Eclectic Cuisine
Monday- Saturday 11:00am to 9:30pm. Brunch on Saturday.
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137 Main Street
Waterville,ME

Jobl Culver & Tanya Chasse
thebreadbox@airolink.net
Also available for Catering
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Daz_ESin9 Asses
back in business

By ERICA AYOTTE

SPORTS EDITOR

' * ;¦ The Dazzlin' Asses are back after
a; three-year hiatus. Co-Captains
Chelsea Pawlek '05 and Stephen
Luke '06 have resurrected Colby's
ultimate Frisbee team.
j; The sporf s main season is the
spring, but the Dazzlin' Asses traveled to two tournaments this fall to
get some experience under their
belts.
, The team traveled to Bates
College Oct. 26 to play four games,
in which they went 2-2. Colby
defeated Bates and Unity College,
but lost to Brandeis University and
the
MaineUniversity
of
Earmington. During a tournament at
Vermont Law School Nov. 2, Colby
Went 1-3 with losses to Vermont Law
School, Ithaca College and Mad
River, a men's clubteam, but defeated;the University of Vermont.
- Ultimate Frisbee is less regulated
than most other sports.
;
"The team does not have official
stakers. Ultimate is about the spirit
of-the game, meaning that everyone
plays competitively but respectfully.
There are never refs in any division
played; each player calls fouls on
themselves," Pawlek said.
V
'I love the atmosphere; it 's a
competitive sport, but much more

DEVASTATOR
OF THE WEEK

Caltlin Cleaver '06

relaxed. The goal is to win, but more
importantly to have fun and to play
with spirit ," Luke said.

These results are not indicative of
the players' abilities according to

Cleaver has been named to the Maine AllState first team and 2002 Maine Rookie of the
Year. She leads the Mules in kills per game
(3.72) and digs per game (2.96). She is second
in aces per game (0.58) and third in blocks per
game (0.48). Cleaver also holds Colby's record
for most kills in a four-game match with 22.

Pawlek and Luke.

"Our team has certainly shown
their own spirit in every game that
we've played. We have a very strong

team who needs a bit more experi-

ence, but who play extremely hard
all of the time," Pawlek said.

"The fall season is less competitive; we just play to get some experience," Luke said.
Games played during second
semester will count toward the
Ultimate Players
AssociationCollegiate Division
standings.
Maine is in the New England division, along with the six other New
England states as well as eastern
Quebec. The U.P.A. divides its
championship tournament into sectionals, regionals and nationals.
The Dazzlin' Asses should have a
respectful showing, according to
Pawlek and Luke.
This year's national tournament
will be played iri Austin, Tex. Mar.
23-25.
Colby's ultimate Frisbee club has
a $1200. budget that covers tournament fees, team jerseys and discs
that the club will sell in the spring.

By DORI ELLOWITCH

STAFF WRITER
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PHOTO COURTESYOF PETER BRUSH

Peter Brush '03 and Carolyn Hunt '05 test their skills at Brown.
$y ERICA AYOTTE

'
§pORTS EDITOR
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•j Cha-cha. Rumba. Tango. The
Colby Swing and Ballroom Club
practiced and performed these
dance styles as well as waltz, foxtrot and swing in their first year of
competitive dancing,
tf The members of Colby Swing
and Ballroom have performed
well against seasoned coup les
fcom Boston College, Yale
&hl!versiry, University of Rhode
University
of
IJSlShd and
ftfassnchusetts-Arnhorst. Couples
p laced in the top 50 percent at the
ijja rvard Beginners Competition
Oct, 26.
'(; Carolyn Hunt '05 and Peter
ijrijsh '03 competed at (he Brown
IJivitationnl Nov. 10 where they
wetc called back by the jud ges at
Iqast once in every dance,
* Professional training lias greatly- boosted the members' dancing
skills and confidence , The club
IvSs' recruited instructor Justin
Hteobins who also leaches at Bates
ffcollcgc , Bowdoin College and at
£_t 2 Dance in Westbrook, Me.
J "B tebbins volunteers his time at
Sblby. With onl y n $500 budget,
no club cannot afford Stcbbins'
w** m '

hj

j ]*
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services in conj unction with the
costs of traveling and entering
competitions.
"If Justin were not donating his
services for this year, we would
most definitely not be able to support the program, either the team
or the social lessons, without having the members pay fairl y sizable
dues," President Aimde Jack '04
said.
"I lovo ballroom dancing. It's a
way pf expressing myself that I
have never done before," Brush
said. "I got the bug when we competed at Harvard. I don 't remember the last time I was so excited
doing something. It was a rush of
adrenaline."
"I lovo doing aerials and the
feeling of being on the dance floor
and everyone else clears off to
watch you and your partner,"
Anna Carvill '03 said.
"Dancing, because I love music
so much, is just another way of
expressing
myself. Ballroom ,
especiall y, is a way to share that
passion with other people. Apart
from tho whole 'Cinderella complex ' where we gel to wear beautiful dresses and dnncc around the
room , it is also a life-long sport
that I can enjoy forever," Jack said ,
¦
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— Adam Freedman '03
Coach
University of Maine Farmington
and as part of a gentleman's
league in Winslow, Me.
So far, the Boozehounds have
had a successful season. The highlight of the season was beating
Bowdoin, 6-2.
"We don't have the most skill
on the ice, but we talk the best
trash in the league. Since there's
no hitting we use psychological
warfare as our weapon," Coach
Adam Freedman '03 said.

Because the College does not

fund club teams for which there is

•

PHOTO COURTESY OF ALEX LIBBYj;

Boozehounds are read y for the puck to drop on the 2002-03 season. *;
already a varsity program, each
member of the Boozehounds must
contribute $200. The money is
used to pay league fees and referees, and buy jerseys and ice time.
The high cost of ice time limits
how often the team can practice,
but the team still has fun.

"The Boozehounds exhibit,!
tremendous camaraderie. The_]
kind of camaraderie that can only"!
be derived elsewhere by sharing^'
the unparalleled experience ofS!
attending a Bruce Springsteen^
concert circa 1976 and hearing^
"'
Thunder Road*," Combs said.
Mil
«r
tl

Continued from Page 10

Continued from Page 10

cabin near the Belgrade Lakes, copresident Doug Melzer '03 said.
"We do mostly hiking trips in
the mountains of Maine on the
weekends, but we also lead winter
back country road, and mountain
biking, cross-country skiing and
snow shoeing trips, and we're
working on having some canoeing
trips in the future," co-president
Eric Lisk '03 said.
"Trips are of all difficulties,
from easy, super-chill day hikes to
near-vertical rock climbs. We also
lead week long trips over Spring
Break to Colorado, Wyoming and
other western states, which in my
opinion are the best trips we lead.
And we teach how-to clinics on
equipment use and techniques.
Upcoming events include a stove
clinic, a ski-waxing clinic and a
O^ve s ¦DorDer 1 Onop

V

Q

*i

telemark clinic," Lisk said.
The activities are completely
student-run. There are about 20
officers in the club, according to
Melzer. All of the officers have
Wilderness First Aid certification
and outdoor experience. They are
responsible for leading the excursions and teaching new members
wilderness skills.
Trips occur on most weekends.
To advertise their excursions, the
club puts notices in Cotter Union
as well as in the Digest of General
Announcements. Although any
student may join, Outing Club
members receive preferential
placement on these trips. The benefits of membership, which costs
$15 for the year, also include
reduced prices on equipment,
Wilderness First Aid (W.F.A.) certification and the ability to rent
gear from the Outing Club.

echo@colby.edu

' ¦
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interceptions as well as six tackles. 77*!
With 20 departing seniors,! the£]
several seniors made major contribu- most ever under Coach Tom Austin,"!
tions to the victory. Conley threw for the team will need a good recruiting*!
241-yards, including three touch- dass to add depth to a strong return-*;
downs and also had 46-yards rush- ing nucleus. Austin reflected on the*
ing. MacPherson had 7 catches for legacy of the 20 seniors who convj;
79-yards and two touchdowns and plied an 18-14 record in their four"1
Carlson had five catches for 92 yards seasons.
*•
"They've given an awful lot to the-"
and a touchdown.
. Leading the Colby defense was by football program over the last four*!
Co-Captain Mike Moran '03 and years. They were a big part of our*!
Luke Webster '03, who each had nine NESCAC championship season o_5!
tackles. Brandon Irwin '04 had two 2000."
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Boozehounds are back for more hockey
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j Dancing queens and
kingss Colby ballroom
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The Boozehounds, Colby 's club
hockey team, is "just a bunch of
guys who love the game of hockey
and who want to play some hockey and still have a life," player
Douglas Summa '05 said.
The Boozehounds is a studentrun team, led by Peter Newberry
'03 and Jay Combs '03. This year
there are 25 players on the roster.
"I didn't choose to become a
Boozehound because of all the
groupies, or because of the money,
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said. "I'm a member of the club
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Mules take Bowdoiii in eni-of-season nail-biter ine,

COC is
_SB_, ^_B_K __Sfe

By ZACH RUSSEM

quarter, Stepka arid the Mules responded in the
final quarter of t'ieir season. Early in the fourth
quarter Stepka ran for a seven-yard score, but a
With the largest crowd of the year in atten- blocked extra point left Colby only two points
dance, the Mules took to Seaverns Field in the ahead of the Polar Bears, _6-24. Colby's two
final game of the 2002 season against the failed point-after-touchdbwns seemed to be
Bowdoin College Polar Bears on what would be devastating mistakes when Bowdoin kicked a
a record-setting day. Despite the fact that Bates field goal to retake the lead, 27-26.
After each team had fruitless drives, Colby
College had already clinched the CBB title,
Saturday's game was very important to both started their final drive of the season al their
own 27-yard line with 6:23- left in the game!
teams in terms of school pride.
The Mules prevailed, 32-27, in a seesaw bat- Stepka rushed 13 times on the,14-play 73-yard
drive, including d three-yard effort for the gotle that came down to the final minute. .
Running back Aaron . Stepka '05 had 199 ahead touchdown \yith 10 seconds left. Yet
yards against Bowdoin and passed Jamall another failed tworpoint conversion gave
Bowdoin the slightest chance
Pollock of Williams, who
for a miracle to catch Colby
rushed for 1,293 in 1995,
who now led, 32-27. The Polar
for the New England
Bears got off two plays but
Small College Athletic
were stopped at the Colby 30Conference single-season
yard line as.time expired.
rushing record with 1,370The. elated Mules rushed
yards on 293 carries.
onto the field : and began to
Giving no indication of
chant "Ring the bell! Ring the
the excitement that would
bell!" as they celebrated their
follow, the first quarter
victory over rival Bowdoin in
eiided scoreless and
— Michael Distefano '03 the season finale.
uneventful. Colby missed
Football Captain
"It is bittersweet; we are
a field goal on their first
exited that we won. but sad
possession of the second
quarter, but then scored touchdowns on their that it's over," Co-Captain Mike Distefano '03
last three drives of the first half. Quarterback said.
y '4
Colby finished the season at 4-4, tied for 5th
Pat Conley '03 threw two touchdown passes to
Ian MacPherson '03 and one to Lee Carlson '03, place in the NESCAC. Williams College and
but a failed two-point conversion and a Trinity College will share the 2002 NESCAC
Bowdoin kickoff return for a touchdown left championship with 7-1 records.
Stepka is a favorite for NESCAC Offensive
Colby leading only 20-7 at the half.
Stepka came into the game needing only Player of the Year honors, with a rushing record
123-yards to break the NESCAC single-season and a tie for the league lead in touchdowns with
rushing record. He was held to only 72-yards in 11.
the first half.
In addition to Stepka's efforts on Saturday,
After allowing Bowdoin to take the lead, 24Continued on Page 9
20, by scoring 17 unanswered points in the third
STAFFWRITER
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By CLIFF WHITE

-

STAFF WRITER

. Colby is an ideal home base for
students who want to take advantage of the outdoor sports and
activities that New England has to
offer. Skiing, hiking, mourii
taineering
and
white-watei^
kayaking opportunities are, -at
most, only a few hours drive from
Waterville.
The Colby Outing Club (COC)
is a readily available resource for
students who want to spend their
free time exercising in and enjoy'71
ing the outdoors.
It is an extension of Mairie'§
pro-nature mentality; the sblq
purpose of the 250-memberstrong student run organization is
to give students an avenue to
explore and to see the Maine
wilderness as it should be seen. "
The club's $10,500 budgel
allows it to buy and rent equipment for outing adventures, as
well as lead different types oi
trips to destinations throughout
New England. The club also organizes week long trips during
Spring Break and maintains al

It is

bittersweet; we are
excited that we won,
but sad that if s
over.
j p
^vr

-•

BRAD SEYMOUR/THE COLBY ECHO

Colby escapes Bowdoin defense f o r f irstdown in their 32-27 victory.

Continued on Page 9
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Volleyball ends season with It IM b !getting off the ground

unfinished business in tow

By CLIFF WHITE
STAFF WRITER

The dream ended early and
abruptly. Full of hope and the
expectation of coming away with
the New England Small College
Athletic Conference title, Colby's
bubble was burst in their first
game of the single elimination
tournament.
In a nail-biting five-set match,
Colby lost by the slimmest of margins against Middlebury College,
27-30, 30-18, 30-26, 28-30, 14-16.
The loss was a bitter disappointment to a team that had gone
23-9 during the regular season and
had garnered the second seed for
the championship tournament of
the
extremely
competitive
NESCAC conference, Hopes were
hi gh that this year 's team could
win the title for the first time in
history, but Colby had to go home
early after losing to a team that
they had beaten earlier in the season. Laurel Burnham '03 and
Melanie Newton '03 p l ayed th eir
last game in a Mule uniform.
"It was very disapp ointing that
we lost," N ewton said. "We
th oug ht until the end that we were
going to win the game. We
believed in our hearts that we
were goi ng t o w i n , and it j ust
ended. It wns very close, It was
sa d f or the sen io r s because it was
PHOTO COURTESY OP CANDICB PARENT
the last time we were going to be Colby makes a mighty leap to block tip-in.
p lay ing at Colby. When you come
that close to a title and lose like wc
did , it 's tough to take."
"Candice,
and
[Assistant the season extrem ely enjoya ble
"Obviousl y, our overall goal Coaches] Mark [Parent] nnd Anne from a coaching standpoint ,"
was to win the tournament and go [Tricomi] reall y brought our play Parent said , "It is such a game of
on to the NCAA reglonals ," Head up to a hi gher level this season, momentum that each Individual
Coach Cnndice Parent snid. "More Thoy found weaknesses in our reall y feeds off of her teammates
our
importantly,
opponents nnd on the court nnd often times that is
team wanted to
taught us how the difference between winning
t_._ ii * *********
I nCy matfe
focus on b ei ng able M f t
to
exploit and losing tho close games,
to p lay with th e
them ,
they Another major factor with th is
f f l y J Qfo gQ
V
snmc intensity each
.
made us moro team is the simple fnct that they
and every point ehJ OyClble...Oh OHd
m e n t a l l y just never gave up. Even when wc
strong
rind did not p iny well , we still played
brough t
art hard nnd kept pushing ench
on this goal but still Hke I flfll/C the
energy
to other," Parent said,
every prnctlcp
"I really cannot sny enough
and game that good things about this team , From
games, nnd there's
was
corttn- n conch's standpoint) they mndo
CttmDUS "
always room for
4fe <m
glous, b And my job so enjoyable, I cannot
improvement, With
«_>%Jr
throughout the believe our season is over, nnd. I
thnt snid though ,
r*
;„>
««.4:
. season , . . . they om . sure , that despite the loss, my
-~ Cand
ice n
Parent
this tenm is the
mnhngod
to biggest bout of depression will
volleyball conch keep every- corho from not seeing lliem everymost
mentally
toug h loam I have
thing
fun, " day, On, nnd off the court, I fool
hnd tho privilege of conching."
Newton finidj,
like I have the gron lcst kids on
Colby players also hnd high
"There wove many surprises campus," Parent snid.
with this lennv lint renllv mndo
praise for their conches,

*^ **
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Si wo !mP r Povei off the court, I f eel

By ERICA AYOTTE
SPORTS EDITOR

Telis asked the Athletic
Once the ice comes, Telis said
the club will buy ice-climbing Department to curtain off a sepa.equipment and hold some clinics. rate climbing space from the resi
The club also wants to have of the field house. "I'm not saying
Striking a deal with the Outing
Club, the Colby Mountaineering intense training sessions on the it [the wall] should be more of i
Club now has enough money to be climbing wall in the Alfond priority than any of the other facilities, but I think a better compro
a viable organization.
Athletic Center.
rhise could be reached."
"Using
the
Alexander
"We, at one point, had dis
wall during the
Telis '05, presiwinter can hel p cussed the possibility of a barrier
dent of the twoyear-old club,
you figure out but as I understand it, there is no
what to grab and enough space to accommodate t
spent the majoriAthletic
Directoi
how to grab it, curtain,"
ty of first semesespecially if you Marcella Zalot said.
ter trying to
Telis is meeting with Adjunc
change
the
make club experou tes
often. Associate Professor of Physica
ditions to outWhen you are Education and Athletics Edward
door
destinaoutside,
you Mestieri later this week to discus:
tions a reality.
have . to learn options.
Lack of sufficient
"I think it would be obnoxiovJ
how to use holds
club fun di ng an d
at all sorts of for us to ask for solitary fielj
insurance conangles," Tull y house time," Telis said. "I'd like t,i
cerns prevented
Rohr er '04, a see us be allowed to be dqw;
the CMC from
member of the there [at the field house] at thi
taking a group
— Doug Melzer '03 team, said.
same time [as other sports] if w
excursion. The
Because of the aren 't going to be a nuisance
club's $900 bud- Outing Club co-president
increase
in which I don 't think we are.
get was not adeThe CMC hosted two com pet}
quate, accord ing to Tells. The club demand, "the wall has to be
uses the money to purchase equip- st rippe d and cleane d, and new tions last year, one of which
ment, such as carabeeners, ropes routes have to be set up, " Telis Climb for the Climate, was a func!
raiser for the Environmenta
and climbing holds. There was not said.
Coalition
h
left
to
fund
trips
to
Acadia
The
C.M.C.
enoug
Individua
restr i cted
Nat i on a l Park , or E a gle Bluff in has
clim bers
hav<
access to their
Clifton, Me.
also comp eted ' ii
The Outing Club ¦ lent the equ ipment.
events at oth e
Mounta ineer ing Club $700, wh i ch
"During the
schools, such*' a
according to Out ing Club co-pres- winter, varsity
the Un iversity d
team s
id ent Doug Melzer '03 will be paid sports
Vermont.
Telis ' i(
e
th
pract i ce in
back some time next year.
petition i ng loca
"So many Outing Club mem- field house, We
climbing shop
bers enjoy the Mountaineering have very few
to sponsor som''
Club so its sort of helping us vic- official hours i n
competitions ii
ar iously, upp ing our fun factor," which we are
the spr ing, am
allowed to use
Melzer said.
to gc
hopes
The Mounta i neer i ng Club an d the wall," Telis
some
mono;
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